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REVIEWS

Domenico Trez.zini e la costruzione di San Pietroburgo. a cura di Manuela KahnRossi e Marco Franciolli. Museo Cantonale d' Arte, Lugano, Republic and
Canton of Ticino, 27 novembre 1994 - 26 febbraio, 1995 (Firenze: Franco
Cantini, 1994). Pp. 316.
Nicholas Bouvier, Gordon Craig, Lionel Gossman. Geneva, Zurich, Basel:
History, Culture and National Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1994). Pp. xiii, 99.

The idea of identity with Europe is central to the studies of the cities in
the two volumes under review. As Carl Schorske suggests in his introduction to

Geneva, Zurich, Basel: while Switzerland voted against European unity, these
three cities, despite diverse but strong local identities, endorsed the unity concept
when a referendum was undertaken in 1992. In a similar vein, James Cracraft,
in an essay which surveys the historical background of Peter the Great' s rationale
for the building of St. Petersburg in the eighteenth century, is hopeful that the
city, reclaiming its original name after the demise of the Soviet Union, will
equally reassert the cultural and political role that it played as Peter's famous
"window" to the Europe of the west. European culture was evident in all four
cities whether in forms of humanism within the Swiss cities or scientific and
technological advances in architecture which informed the building of St.
Petersburg.
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The Republic and Canton of Ticino has mounted an exhibit (27 November
1994 - 2 February 1995) and an extravagant and elegant volume of essays to
honor one of several Ticino artisans, Domenico Trezzini, who was instrumental
from 1703 until his death in St. Petersburg in 1743 in the building of both the
Winter and Summer Palaces, the Fortress of St. Peter and Paul and the
development of Vasilevskij Island including the Monastery of Alexander Nevsky,
the Twelve Colleges and many other buildings (some of which were never
completed because of the death of Czar Peter which diverted the work on the
island). In her essay on the plans for Vasilevskij Island, Nicola Navone claims
that Trezzini' s ability to understand the ideas of Peter enhanced his importance
in so many of the extravagant plans and designs for the city.

Trezzini' s

experience in Copenhagen prior to his departure for Russia learning modem
techniques in reclaiming land had developed skills ready to serve the needs for
laying the foundations of St. Petersburg. Indeed, it was Trezzini's "eye for the
practical" rather than the theoretical and his technical skills which were key to his
success. Alice Biro's analyses of the various building projects on the Neva River
addressed social dimensions of the numerous plans especially in the residential
aspects in which housing designs differentiated one's social standing in the
hierarchical structure of Peter's Russia just as the Prussian style of lattice or
trellis houses were somewhat a deterrent to the common threat of fire.
Moreover, Biro discusses the forced recruitment of labor, the scarcity of materials
and the harsh winter conditions of ice and snow that could damage constructed
walls. In assessing Trezzini' s life and work, Konstantin Malinowski claims that
it cannot be identified with any one part but all sections of St. Petersburg and
emphasizes the contractual obligations which obliged Trezzini to instruct Russian
apprentices.

Malinowski, in a second essay, profiles other artisans from the

Ticino area who were related to Trezzini or who followed him to St. Petersburg,
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thus illustrating interesting aspects of Swiss emigration of the 1700s.
While many travellers questioned why Czar Peter had chosen such a
desolate area for his new European-like city, many extolled the beauties of the
city which had created its own architectural type of "Petersburg baroque" which
inspired later Russian poets such as Alexander Pushkin.

There were the

detractors, as James Cracraft suggests in his finely chiselled essay, including
Alexander I who, in a memo of 1811, saw only a city founded on "tears and
bodies" while later post-1945 xenophobic Soviet scholarship tended to diminish
the role of the foreign architects.

Given the vast role of the Ticino artisan,

Domenico Trezzini, in St. Petersburg's development, the reader is surprised to
read in a letter found in an appendix of documents a request of Trezzini as late
in his career as June 1730 to the Empress Anna asking for a tenancy of an estate,
Sarezkaja, to help support his rather large family in recognition of his services.
The catalogue of this exhibit with its meticulously researched essays is
filled with maps, prints, and architectural designs gleaned from the Russian State
Archives in St. Petersburg and the State Historical Museum in Moscow, thus
creating an extravagantly illustrated volume that is a delight to the eye as well as
to the mind of the reader.

The support which the Council of Europe and

UNESCO have given to the exhibit and catalogue attests to the European
dimension of the subject and Ticino's contribution to the Europeanization of Peter
the Great's city.
For the Swiss cities of Geneva, Zurich and Basel, it has taken seven
hundred years, according to Carl Schorske's introduction to the second volume
under review, to achieve a supemational federal state, an example to which the
European community still aspires. Schorske, professor emeritus at Princeton
University, holds that the civic identity of each of the three cities was marked by
the sixteenth century Reformation; he also clearly outlines the delicate balance of
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the autonomy of Swiss communities within the Swiss federal state.
Nicholas Bouvier, a Swiss essayist, presents a colorful impressionistic
portrait of Geneva, the city of his birth, contrasting the underlying influence of
Calvinist morality of the city with its later enlightened identity as a center of the
natural sciences, advanced pedagogical theories of Jean-Henri Pestalozzi and Jean
Piaget, and its emergence as a city identified as headquarters for international
banking and institutions, especially the International Red Cross.
The identity of Zurich as a haven for political exiles, especially in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries and as a city which experienced a forceful
liberal movement between 1830 and 1860 are several of the themes which Gordon
A. Craig, professor emeritus of German history at Stanford University,
emphasizes in his chapter portraying Zurich. Having several years ago published
a study of nineteenth century Zurich (The Triumph of Liberalism: Zurich in the
Golden Age 1830-1869. New York: Scribners, 1988), Craig has an extensive

knowledge of the city.

While Zurich may have succumbed to a form of

xenophobia in 1871, the liberals played a key part in preventing the attempt of
Catholic communities to secede during the Sonderbund War of 1847 just as
Zurich produced contemporary writers like the late Max Frisch who attacked
Swiss provincialism as he promoted the idea of European unity.
In the third and final essay, Lionel Gossman, professor of French
literature at Princeton University, contrasts Basel's identity with northern
humanism with that of its commercial interest from ribbon manufacturing in the
nineteenth century to banking. Unlike Zurich, Basel did not experience a liberal
phase in the nineteenth century nor were the city's fathers enthusiastic for the
development of the confederation after 1848; yet its university with its
.international reputation became identified with nineteenth century scholars such
as Friedrich Nietzsche, Theodor Mommsen and Jacob Burckhardt (who supported
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cantonal rights against liberal centralization).
This "Helvetic triptych," as Schorske envisions the three essays, presented
originally as a colloquium at the University of Southern California in March 1991
to mark the seven hundredth anniversary of the Swiss confederation, is also a
"microcosm" of Europe with its linguistic, cultural and religious differences and
the sensitive issue of sovereignty. The intent of the colloquium to offer a glimpse
into the history of these three European Swiss cities and how they have managed
cultural diversity and unity may well serve to inform the fragile European Union.
As Gossman suggests to the reader in the book's foreword: in view of the
breakup of Czechoslovakia and the former Yugoslavia,

"the Helvetic

Confederation deserves our respectful attention."

Marion S. Miller
University of Illinois, Chicago
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